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This paper discusses the performance and cost of two computationally efficient Fourier-based tomographic
wavefront reconstruction algorithms for wide-field laser guide star (LGS) adaptive optics (AO). The first algorithm
is the iterative Fourier domain preconditioned conjugate gradient (FDPCG) algorithm developed by Yang et al.

[Appl. Opt. 45, 5281 (2006)], combined with pseudo-open-loop control (POLC). FDPCG’s computational cost
is proportional to N log(N), whereN denotes the dimensionality of the tomography problem. The second algorithm
is the distributed Kalman filter (DKF) developed by Massioni et al. [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 28, 2298 (2011)], which is a
noniterative spatially invariant controller. When implemented in the Fourier domain, DKF’s cost is also propor-
tional to N log(N). Both algorithms are capable of estimating spatial frequency components of the residual phase
beyond the wavefront sensor (WFS) cutoff frequency thanks to regularization, thereby reducingWFS spatial alias-
ing at the expense of more computations. We present performance and cost analyses for the LGS multiconjugate
AO system under design for the Thirty Meter Telescope, as well as DKF’s sensitivity to uncertainties in wind
profile prior information. We found that, provided the wind profile is known to better than 10% wind speed ac-
curacy and 20 deg wind direction accuracy, DKF, despite its spatial invariance assumptions, delivers a signifi-
cantly reduced wavefront error compared to the static FDPCGminimum variance estimator combined with POLC.
Due to its nonsequential nature and high degree of parallelism, DKF is particularly well suited for real-time
implementation on inexpensive off-the-shelf graphics processing units. © 2013 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (010.1080) Active or adaptive optics; (010.1330) Atmospheric turbulence.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOSAA.30.000898

1. INTRODUCTION
Tomographic wavefront reconstruction using laser guide stars
(LGSs) is under development for adaptive optics (AO)
systems on extremely large telescopes (ELTs) [1–4]. Due to
LGS angular and range uncertainty [5,6], a few dim natural
guide stars (NGSs) are still required to supplement the
high-order LGS wavefront sensor (WFS) measurements, to es-
timate a few low-order tomographic modes poorly measured
by the LGS WFSs. The overall wavefront reconstruction prob-
lem is thus traditionally split into separate high- and low-order
reconstruction problems, in an architecture known as “split
tomography” [7–9]. The low-order problem is low-dimensional
and does not present any computational bottleneck, whereas
the high-order problem is computationally challenging, since
its dimensionality grows as the square of the telescope diam-
eter. Following tomographic wavefront reconstruction, a
deterministic least-squares fitting of this estimate is per-
formed onto deformable mirror (DM) actuators [10]. When
DM actuators are distributed on a single DM, the configuration
is known as laser tomography AO (LTAO), whereas when
the projection is performed onto multiple DMs in series at
different conjugate ranges, the configuration is known as

multiconjugate AO (MCAO). Both configurations operate with
closed-loop feedback. If the DM(s) are controlled open-loop
(i.e., their shapes are invisible to the WFSs), the configuration
is known as multiobject AO (MOAO). For a system like the
narrow-field infrared AO (NFIRAOS) system, which is the
LGS MCAO system under design for the Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT) project [3], a total of Ng ∼ 34;000 LGS WFS
measurements from N lgs � 6 LGS WFSs are used to recon-
struct Nps � 6 atmospheric layers, which are subsequently
projected onto Na ∼ 7;000 DM actuators distributed on
Ndm � 2 DMs.

A large amount of work has been performed in the last few
years to develop computationally efficient algorithms and
techniques to solve the challenging tomography step. The algo-
rithms investigated fall into two categories: iterative and non-
iterative. Iterative solutions include conjugate gradient (CG)
[8], Fourier domain preconditioned CG (FDPCG) [11,12], a frac-
tal iterative method [13,14], and a Kaczmarz-type reconstructor
[15]. Noniterative solutions include structured Kalman filtering
[16], distributed Kalman filtering (DKF) [17], and massively par-
allel matrix vector multiplication (MVM), directly mapping
measurements to actuators [18]. With the advent of more
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powerful, off-the-shelf, cost-effective graphics processing units
(GPUs), it becomes conceivable to implement in real time all of
those solutions for ELT-scale problems on such computing
engines. A specialized AO tomography workshop was held
recently to brainstorm on those techniques [19].

This paper analyzes the performance and computational
cost of the FDPCG and DKF algorithms. The analysis is
presented in the context of the LGS MCAO system under
design for TMT. Key differences between both algorithms
are the following.

• DKF is a spatially invariant controller; i.e., it assumes an
infinite telescope pupil and uniform measurement noise,
which leads to a controller that consists of 2NpsN lgs spatial
domain (SD) convolution operators, each blur kernel of size
nK × nK . On the other hand, FDPCG takes into account the
finite telescope pupil, partially illuminated subapertures,
and nonuniform measurement noise arising from LGS spot
elongation. For the TMT simulations discussed in this paper,
we found that nK � D∕dsa � 60 was required in order to
reach best performance, where D � 30 m denotes the tele-
scope diameter and dsa � 1∕2 m is the LGS WFS subaperture
size. When phase points are estimated at twice the subaper-
ture resolution (we will refer to such layers as “over-
sampled”), we found that nK � 2D∕dsa � 120 was required.
Oversampling has the benefit of reducing WFS spatial aliasing
at the expense of more computations.

• Regarding computational cost, FDPCG complexity
scales as N log�N�, where N denotes the dimensionality of
the tomography problem, whereas the SD implementation
of DKF as proposed in [17] scales as Npsn

2
KNg. Since Ng is

proportional to N and Npsn
2
K to N as well (given the required

blur size discussed in the previous bullet), this leads to a cost
scaling as N2. Alternatively, the convolutions can be per-
formed in the Fourier domain (FD), which leads to a more
efficient cost scaling as N log�N�. A detailed cost breakdown
is discussed as part of our analysis.

• FDPCG is intrinsically a static controller, but it can be
extended to include a prediction step [20,21], whereas DKF
intrinsically incorporates turbulence dynamics. We will show
that the choice of a turbulence temporal model plays a critical
role in the ultimate performance delivered by the DKF
algorithm. We have chosen a first-order auto-regressive (AR1)
frozen flow model (i.e., the evolution operator is a shift oper-
ator) as a prediction step for both algorithms, and sensitivity
to wind profile prior information is investigated.

It should be pointed out that both algorithms need to be
updated at a low rate as part of a background process (typ-
ically every few seconds) as turbulence/observing conditions
change and the telescope pupil obscuration rotate. Finally, we
should note that besides computational cost, memory access,
inter-processor communication, and parallelization are addi-
tional key factors that need to be considered to determine
the most cost-effective hardware architecture to implement
these algorithms. Due to its overall simplicity and massively
parallel nature, DKF’s SD and FD implementations appear in
this regard to be well suited for real-time implementation on
inexpensive off-the-shelf GPUs.

We found that, provided the wind profile is known to better
than 10% wind speed accuracy and 20 deg wind direction
accuracy, the DKF algorithm, despite its spatial invariance

assumptions, delivers a significantly reduced wavefront error
(WFE) compared to the static FDPCG minimum variance
estimator (MVE) with pseudo-open-loop control (POLC).
Moreover, this potential performance gain comes at reduced
computational cost, as we find that the number of operations
for three iterations of FDPCG (which is the required number
of iterations to reach convergence and hence best perfor-
mance) is significantly higher than that of the DKF algorithm
with the Kalman gain multiplication implemented via fast Fou-
rier transforms (FFTs). At zenith and under median Mauna
Kea seeing (0.55 arcsec at 500 nm wavelength), the perfor-
mance gain assuming perfect knowledge of the wind profile
is estimated to be around 38 nm RMS in quadrature for the
TMT LGS MCAO system, which corresponds to an almost
�4% Strehl ratio increase in the J band (1.25 μm wavelength),
and it is still around 7 nm for a combined 20 deg wind direc-
tion error and 10% wind speed error on all estimated layers.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 forms the core
of the discussion and provides a detailed description and com-
putational cost and performance analysis of the FDPCG and
DKF algorithms. A graphic illustration of an efficient imple-
mentation of the FD preconditioning step is also discussed,
which is a critical component of the FDPCG algorithm. Con-
clusions are drawn in Section 3.

2. FDPCG AND DKF ALGORITHM
DESCRIPTION, COMPUTATIONAL COST,
AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Two split atmospheric tomography control architectures us-
ing LGSs and NGSs have been discussed by Gilles et al.

[7,8]. The main benefits of these split control approaches is
(i) a simpler formulation of the LGS high-order tomography
step with reduced computations, (ii) a simpler and more flex-
ible control of the low-order NGS-controlled tip/tilt (TT) and
tilt anisoplanatism modes, and (iii) reduced coupling between
the LGS- and NGS-controlled modes. This paper is concerned
with the FDPCG and DKF algorithms to solve the computa-
tionally challenging high-order LGS tomography problem.
The tomographic estimation problem involves operations
on three types of phase grids: (i) Nps atmospheric phase
screens conjugated to different altitudes in the atmosphere,
(ii) an aperture-plane grid, and (iii) Ndm DM actuator grids
conjugated to the DMs. In order to facilitate grid-based com-
putations on operator stencils (which reduce storage require-
ments and memory access compared to sparse matrix
implementations), it is convenient to mesh these grids over
square SDs that enclose the union of the multiple LGS and
science metapupils. In order to keep the number of operations
minimal, these square grids can be chosen smaller than the
minimal FFT grid size (twice the telescope diameter, 2D). Grid
extension (zero padding) is then required before the forward
FFTs, and grid restriction is required after the backward FFTs.

All grids employ Cartesian coordinates, and sampling is uni-
form across a given grid. The aperture-plane grid samples the
LGS WFS subapertures at corner, midvertex, and center loca-
tions, which allows us to discretize the WFS measurement op-
erator via Simpson’s rule. We will denote by Δ0 � dsa∕2 the
aperture-plane mesh size. In order to accommodate the finite-
range LGS cone effect in the FD, it is necessary to define the
atmospheric screens in cone coordinates [11], with sampling
given by Δk � αkξkΔ0, where ξk � 1 − hk∕H ≤ 1 denotes the
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cone compression factor for a layer at altitude hk and an LGS
at altitude H, and αk � 2 or 1 depending on whether phase
points are estimated at the WFS subaperture resolution or at
twice that resolution (which is possible thanks to the regulari-
zation term appearing in the estimator that incorporates
turbulence statistics prior information). We will refer to atmos-
pheric grids with αk � 1 as “oversampled.” With these defini-
tions, the number of oversampled atmospheric layers is
given by Nos � 2Nps −

PNps

k�1 αk. Oversampling is typically
implemented on the strongest turbulence layers, although from
an implementation standpoint, it may be easier to oversample
all layers. Finally, we will denote by nf ≥ 2D∕dsa the 1D num-
ber of FFT grid points on nonoversampled layers, and by 2nf

that on oversampled ones. Note that nf is also equal to the 1D
number of FFT grid points covering the 1∕dsa WFS bandwidth.

We assume the following linear “plant” (closed-loop WFS
measurement) model:

sn � Γ ~Hxn−1 − Gaan−1 � ηn−1; (1)

where sn denotes the closed measurement vector available
after detector readout somewhere in the time interval
T �n − 1; n� (with T denoting the sampling period), xn−1 �
�1∕T� R n−1

n−2 x�t�dt denotes the unknown zero-mean concat-
enated turbulence vector during the WFS integration time
interval T �n − 2; n − 1�, Γ is the block-diagonal sparse
aperture-plane WFS gradient matrix, ~H is the block-structured
sparse LGS-to-aperture-plane ray-tracing matrix (bilinear in-
terpolations), Ga is the block-structure sparse DM interaction
matrix, an−1 is the DM command applied during WFS integra-
tion, and ηn−1 is the additive photon and readout noise vector.
Block Γi of Γ (with concatenated components �Γx�i, �Γy�i) is
characterized by a 3 × 3 stencil; i.e., row j of �Γx�y��i has up
to nine nonzero values corresponding to the eight grid points
bordering subaperture j plus the central point. For a perfectly
aligned system, all blocks Γi of Γ are identical. Block ~Hik

provides phase values on layer k at intercepts of rays traced
from LGS i to the aperture plane. Interaction matrix Ga is
composed of blocks �Ga�il for WFS i and DM l, each with
concatenated components �Ga;x�il, �Ga;y�il. Both FDPCG and
DKF make use of the following “pseudo-open-loop” quantity:

sOLn � sn � Gaan−1: (2)

A. FDPCG
Iterative CG-based solvers to tackle the static open-loop MVE
problem arising in atmospheric tomography have been dis-
cussed in the past (see, e.g., [7] and references therein).
The block-structured matrix system to be solved is expressed
as follows:

Axn−1 � bn; (3)

where A denotes the forward (or coefficient) block-structured
(symmetric) tomography matrix, and bn the right-hand-side
phase vector computed from Eq. (2). Prior information
appearing in the definition of A and bn includes (i) the
block-diagonal spatial covariance matrix Cx of the turbulence
(assumed to follow von Karman statistics) and (ii) the
inverse spatial covariance matrix W of the measurement
noise, obtained by postprocessing the subaperture time
average pixel intensities and centroider gain (see, e.g., [22]

for a matched filter centroiding algorithm). We consider the
FDPCG algorithm [11,12] running in the SD with the precon-
ditioned step implemented via FFTs as the iterative solver for
Eq. 3. In such an implementation, following Ellerbroek [23],
the block-diagonal turbulence inverse covariance matrix is ap-
proximated by a scaled Laplacian squared matrix with peri-
odic boundary conditions, C−1

x ∼ L2, where each block of L
is characterized by the standard five-point 3 × 3 Laplacian
stencil. The Laplacian scaling is chosen such that hxTnC−1

x xni �
hxTnL2xni, where h·i denotes ensemble average. Its derivation
is provided in Appendix A.

The algorithm is initialized following the steps described in
Table 1. Line 5 corresponds to global TT removal from the
measurements on account of the poor TT measurement by
LGS WFSs. nsa denotes the number of active subapertures
per WFS. The right-hand-side vector bn (line 6) is a assembled
by applying the noise weighting matrix (inverse of the meas-
urement noise covariance matrix) to the TT removed pseudo-
open-loop measurement, mapping to WFS pupil-plane phase
space by multiplying by the transpose of the WFS gradient ma-
trix, and backpropagating to the Nps atmospheric grids via the
transpose of the bilinear interpolation matrix.

The algorithm is initialized with the previous frame solution
(warm restart, line 7), and the initial tomography residual is
computed as described in line 8, which involves a key A-mult
operation (block-structured coefficient matrix). Note that all
atmospheric layers contribute to the volume turbulence map-
ping to any given layer through forward and backward prop-
agations. The initial search direction is set equal to the initial
residual (line 19). The other key initialization step is the
application of the FD preconditioner. Mathematically, the
preconditioning step corresponds to a B-mult operation,
z � Br, where B � A0−1 is the inverse of a symmetric positive
definite approximation A0 of A. The FD preconditioner imple-
ments this step via 2Nps FFTs:

�z�k � F−1
k �r̂�k; r̂ ≔ B̂ r̂; (4)

where F k denotes the 2D FFT matrix for layer k, and �B̂�kl �
F k�B�klF−1

l denotes the Fourier representation of block k, l of
the preconditioning matrix B. The cross coupling of atmos-
pheric layers through ray tracing, and the cross coupling of
four spatial frequency points on each oversampled layer
(three points outside the WFS spatial bandwidth alias into
a point within the bandwidth) suggest that each row of B̂ con-
tains at most nb nonzero values, where nb is entirely deter-
mined by the number of reconstructed layers and by the
number of oversampled layers, and is given by

nb � 4Nos � �Nps − Nos�: (5)

Moreover, the cross-coupling analysis indicates that B̂ can be
reordered into a block-diagonal matrix, with small blocks of
size nb × nb each:

B̂ �
Xn2

f

j�1

PT
j M̂jPj; (6)

where permutation block Pj has nb rows, each with nb

nonzero elements. Since B is symmetric, the blocks M̂j are
Hermitian; i.e., their diagonal is real valued and their lower
triangular part is the complex conjugate of their upper triangu-
lar part. Substituting Eq. (6) into (4) leads to
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r̂ ≔
Xn2

f

j�1

PT
j M̂j �rb�j ; �rb�j � Pjr̂: (7)

Each nb × nb block M̂j is efficiently computed offline as
follows:

M̂j � Q̂
−1
j ; Q̂j � PjÂ

0PT
j : (8)

Â0 can be expressed analytically under the usual FD modeling
assumptions of infinite aperture and uniform measurement
noise (spatial invariance) [24]. A derivation is provided in
Appendix B. Figure 1 provides a graphic illustration of how
Eq. (7) is implemented in practice. It involves a 2D FFT
of each atmospheric screen, reading four points on each
oversampled layer, and one point on each nonoversampled
layer following the ordering illustrated in the figure (operator
Pj), multiplying by a small precomputed Hermitian nb × nb

matrix, and writing the result back to the original locations
(operator PT

j ). This step is performed in parallel n2
f times

for all nf × nf WFS Fourier plane grid points. Finally, it should

be noted that the final Nps backward FFTs (line 18) return a
real-valued phase vector.

Table 2 describes the FDPCG iterations, each iteration re-
fining the approximate solution vector. For a total of imax

iterations, �imax � 1� A-mult operations and imax applications
of the preconditioner are required. The output solution is the
turbulence estimate x̂n−1. An optional prediction step com-
puting x̂n�1jn can then be applied to x̂n−1 (line 32). The
two-step predictor takes the form of a spatial shift modeling
frozen flow of magnitude and direction provided by an
external estimate of the wind profile (not discussed in
this paper).

Finally, Table 3 describes DM fitting and temporal filtering.
Line 33 describes ray tracing to the aperture plane along N fit

fitting directions, line 34 computes the fitting right-hand-side
vector, and line 35 yields finally the least-squares solution to
the DM influence function cross-coupling fitting matrix
system. The command vector is then typically temporally
filtered via a finite difference equation (line 36), e.g., a first-
or second-order low-pass filter.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the key operations involved in the FD preconditioning step. The caseNps � 3, Nos � 2, nf � 4 (toy problem of order 2 × 2) is
illustrated. The origin has been marked with an “X” symbol. For each point j � 1;…; n2

f of the nf × nf WFS Fourier plane, nb � 4Nos � �Nps − Nos�
locations distributed across the Nps atmospheric Fourier planes are read out, multiplied by a precomputed complex-valued nb × nb FD matrix M̂j ,
and written back to their original locations.

Table 1. FDPCG Tomography Algorithm Initialization Steps

4 FDPCG Computations Goal is to compute turb. est x̂n−1 and subsequently an�1 from sOLn

5 �s̄OL
x�y�;n�i � �sOL

x�y�;n�i − �ωx�y��Ti �sOL�i global tip/tilt removal with gradient weights �ωx�y��i
6 �bn�k �

PN lgs

i�1
~HT
ikΓ

T
i Wi�s̄OLn �i tomography right-hand-side vector

7 x � x̂n−2 initial guess is previous frame estimate

8 �r�k � �bn�k − �Ax�k � �bn�k −
PNps

l�1 �A�klxl initial residual (A-mult)

�A�kl �
PN lgs

l�1 � ~H �TikΓT
i WiΓi

~Hil � δk;lL
2
k interpolation offsets �βx; βy� in unit of mesh size and measured from

lower left nearest neighboring grid pt

stencil�Lk� � ck

2
4 0 1 0
1 −4 1
0 1 0

3
5, ck � 0.24 2π

λ �
ro;k
Δk
�5∕6 Γi has irregular 3 × 3 stencil (18 weights per subap)

stencil�� ~H �il� �
� �1 − βx�βy βxβy
�1 − βx��1 − βy� βx�1 − βy�

�
Laplacian has regular 3 × 3 stencil (five nonzero weights)

13 z � Precon�r; �M̂�1;…; �M̂�n2
f
� preconditioning step

14 �r̂�k � F k�r�k (k � 1;…; Nps) 2D forward FFTs for each layer
15 read nb values �r̂b�j � Pjr̂ �j � 1;…; n2

f � from r̂ read 4 pts on each os layer and 1 pt on each non-os layer
(see Fig. 1) nb � 4Nos � �Nps − Nos�

16 �r̂b�j ≔ �M̂�j �r̂b�j �j � 1;…; n2
f � apply nb × nb MVM

17 write nb values �r̂b�j (j � 1;…; n2
f ) back to r̂ write result back to original nb locations

18 �z�k � F−1
k �r̂�k (k � 1;…; Nps) 2D backward FFTs for each layer

19 p � r initial search direction
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Table 5 in Appendix C summarizes the required 1D
number of grid points for LGS MCAO observations with
TMT at 60 deg zenith angle and for a 2 arcmin diameter fitting
field of view. The atmospheric propagators and aperture-
plane gradient operator are implemented on those square
grids. This applies to both FDPCG and DKF. Regarding
memory storage requirements, we use the value of 4 bytes
per real and integer.

Table 6 in Appendix C provides a detailed computational
cost analysis for three FDPCG iterations, which is the re-
quired number of iterations to reach optimal performance
(lowest residual WFE). Reference has been made to the as-
sociated mathematical expressions of Table 1 (line numbers
in brackets and bold). All propagators and the curvature op-
erator are implemented on the grid, based on their regular
stencils, and are therefore virtually memory-free operations.
The only operator requiring sparse matrix storage is the
DM interaction matrix. The WFS gradient matrices are stored
as 18 weights per subaperture per WFS, and the FD precon-
ditioner is stored as n2

f nb�nb � 1�∕2 complex-valued numbers.
In summary, the estimated number of operations per frame
ranges from 42 to 176 millions of multiplications and accumu-
lations (MMACs) depending on the number of oversampled
layers, and memory requirements range from 3 to 38 MB.

Lines 86 and 87 summarize the incremental WFE in
quadrature with respect to the case Nos � Nps (FD3o6).
Performance estimates were obtained from high-fidelity
wave-optics simulations for observations at zenith and median
Mauna Kea (0.55 arcsec at 500 nm) using LAOS, a MATLAB,
high-fidelity, end-to-end AO simulation tool, particularly well
suited for algorithm development and prototyping [25]. An
overview of the code’s LGS wave-optics capabilities can be
found in [26]. We observe that there is 40 nm RMS variability
in quadrature between FD3 and FD3o6, and that the two-step
prediction with perfect wind profile knowledge reduces the
WFE by ∼16 nm, which is the estimated magnitude of the
servo-lag error.

B. DKF
Kalman filtering (KF), a key ingredient of linear quadratic
Gaussian control, has been extensively investigated in the
context of AO tomography by several authors (see, e.g.,
[27] and references therein). The Kalman filter operates recur-
sively on the current measurement and previously computed
turbulence estimate to produce a statistically optimal turbu-
lence estimate for the next frame. It is derived from the linear
“plant” model (1), supplemented with a turbulence temporal
evolution model. We consider a first-order auto-regressive
(AR1) turbulence temporal evolution model [28,29]:

xn � Hvxn−1 � νn−1; (9)

where Hv is a bilinear interpolation matrix modeling a
one-step frozen flow shift, and νn is an additive zero-mean
turbulence boiling white noise term with spatial covariance
matrix given by

Cν � Cx −HvCxH
T
v : (10)

The algorithm is described in Table 4, and consists in com-
puting the measurement signal produced by the previous
frame tomography estimate x̂n−1jn−1, subtracting it from the
pseudo-open-loop measurement (2), removing global TT, ap-
plying the precomputed Kalman gain, and updating x̂n−1jn−1.
Application of the Kalman gain can be done either via SD
convolutions (line 93), i.e.,

��u�k�p;q �
XN lgs

i�1

XnK∕2−1

p0 ;q0�−nK∕2
���τx�ki�p−p0 ;q−q0 ��ēx�i�p0;q0

� ��τy�ki�p−p0;q−q0 ��ēy�i�p0 ;q0 �; (11)

or more efficiently via FFTs and component-wise multiplica-
tions by precomputed Fourier filters (line 94). The 2N lgsNps

Fourier filters �τ̂x�y��k;i are obtained by solving offline the dis-
crete algebraic Riccati equation [30] in the FD, assuming an
infinite aperture and uniform measurement noise (spatial
invariance). Mathematically, this offline computation can be
expressed as follows:

Ĉt�1 � f �Ĉt�; (12)

where t denotes the Riccati solver iteration number, �Ĉt�kl �
F k�Ct�klF−1

l is the Fourier representation of block k, l of

Table 2. FDPCG Tomography Algorithm Iterations and Output Approximate Solution

20 For i � 1;…; imax loop of FDPCG iterations
21 q � Ap imaged search direction (A-mult)
22 γ � zTr dot product
23 λ � γ∕�pTq� dot product
24 x ≔ x� λp solution update
25 If i < imax if test on iteration number
26 r ≔ r − λq residual update
27 z � Precon�r; �M̂ �1;…; �M̂ �n2

f
� preconditioning step

28 ϵ � zTr∕γ dot product
29 p ≔ ϵp� z search direction update
30 End

End
end of if test on iteration number; end of for loop on iteration
number

31 x̂n−1 ≔ x solution after imax iterations
32 x̂n�1jn � H2

vx̂n−1 optional two-step prediction using wind profile estimate (bilinear interpolation)

Table 3. DM Fitting and Temporal Filtering

33 ψ � Hx̂n�1jn ray tracing along N fit fitting
directions (bilinear interpolation)

34 ba � HT
aW 0ψ fitting right-hand-side vector

35 ~an�1 � �HT
aW0Ha�†ba unfiltered DM command

36 an�1 � �1 − g�an � g ~an�1 filtered DM command (LPF)
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the covariance matrix Ct of the estimation error xt − x̂tjt at
frame t, and the nonlinear function f �·� is given by

f �Ĉt� � Ĥv�I − K̂ tĜ
0�ĈtĤ

⋆T
v � Ĉν; (13)

where Ĝ
0 � Γ̂0 ~̂H is the Fourier representation of the infinite

aperture, unobscured, approximation G0 of the measurement
matrix G � Γ ~H. An analytic expression of Ĝ

0 is given in
Appendix B. The FD Kalman gain at frame t, K̂ t is obtained as

K̂ t � ĈtĜ
0⋆T �Ĝ0

ĈtĜ
0⋆T � σ2�−1; (14)

with σ2 equal to the aperture-averaged measurement noise
variance. We denote by K̂ the value of the Fourier represen-
tation of the Kalman gain matrix when the convergence stop-
ping criteria has been reached. All blocks of K̂ are diagonal
matrices:

�K̂x�y��ki � diag�vec��τ̂x�y��ki��; (15)

where �τ̂x�y��ki are the 2D Fourier transforms of the 2D spatial
convolution kernels �τx�y��ki for layer k and WFS i, and vec�·�
raster scans a 2D array and stores entries in a long vector.
Sample convolution kernels for DKF’s SD implementation
(line 93) are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Note that in order to guarantee convergence of the Riccati
solver, the Fourier representation of the shift matrix, Ĥv, has
to be multiplied by a value slightly smaller than unity, which
we chose to be equal to 0.99. Following the update step, the
turbulence estimate x̂n−1jn is propagated forward in time (line
96) via a one-step predictor, and the result, x̂njn, is stored for
next frame’s update. A second one-step prediction is applied
to yield the turbulence estimate for next frame given measure-
ments up to the current frame, x̂n�1jn, which is then least-
squares fitted to the DMs and optionally temporally filtered
(lines 33–36 of Table 3) to balance noise propagation and
servo-lag error.

Table 7 in Appendix C provides a detailed cost analysis for
the case Nos � 0, Nps with the Kalman gain multiplication
implemented via FFTs. We observe that the cost is reduced
compared to that of three FDPCG iterations by a factor rang-
ing from 2.7 (no layers oversampled) to 3.8 (all layers over-
sampled). This arises from the fact that FDPCG requires 2
Nps FFTs per iteration (i.e., 6 Nps FFTs for three iterations),
whereas DKF requires only (2 N lgs + Nps) FFTs. Performance
estimates are given at lines 118–120 and are also plotted in
Fig. 3. All simulations used a first-order low pass filter
(LPF) with smoothing parameter g � 1∕2 as the temporal fil-
ter (line 36 in Table 3). We observe that despite its spatial
invariance assumption, DKF provides a significantly
reduced WFE compared to the performance delivered by
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Fig. 2. Sample 60 × 60 convolution kernels for DKF’s SD implementation for TMT (N lgs � 6 LGS WFSs) for the ground-level atmospheric layer
(“ps1”) (left panel) and top layer at 16 km altitude (“ps6”) (right panel).

Table 4. DKF Tomography Algorithm Description

88 DKF Computations Goal is to compute turb. est x̂njn and subsequently an�1 from x̂n−jn−1 and from sOLn

89 �ŝOL
njn−1�i � Γi

PNps

k�1
~Hik�x̂n−1jn−1�k measurement signal from tomography estimate x̂n−1jn−1

90 e � sOLn − ŝOL
njn−1 pseudo-open-loop error signal

91 �ēx�y��i � �ex�y��i − �ωx�y��Ti �e�i global tip/tilt removal with gradient weights �ωx�y��i
92 u � Kē Kalman gain mult
93 �u�k �

PN lgs

i�1��τx�ki⋆�ēx�i � �τy�ki⋆�ēy�i� SD convolutions on 2D arrays

94 � ˆ̄ex�y��i � F �ēx�y��i
�û�k �

PN lgs

i�1��τ̂x�ki ·⋆� ˆ̄ex�i � �τ̂y�ki ·⋆� ˆ̄ey�i�
�u�k � F−1�û�k

convolutions via 2D FFTs and 2D FD filter component-wise
array mults

95 x̂n−1jn � x̂n−1jn−1 � u solution update
96 x̂njn � Hvx̂n−1jn one-step prediction using wind profile estimate to obtain current frame

turbulence estimate x̂njn to be stored in memory
97 x̂n�1jn � Hvx̂njn one-step prediction using wind profile est and ray tracing

along N fit directions
98 [B33–B36] fitting right-hand-side vector, unfiltered command and final

temporally filtered command
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three iterations of FDPCG, provided the wind profile is known
to better than 20 deg wind direction and 10% wind speed error.

Finally, Table 8 in Appendix C reports operation counts
when the Kalman gain is implemented via SD convolutions,
which for TMT’s 60 × 60 LGS MCAO system, is significantly
more costly than the FD implementation via FFTs.

3. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the performance and computational cost
of an innovative wavefront reconstruction algorithm for wide-
field LGS AO. The algorithm was proposed in [17] and consists
of a distributed (spatially invariant) Kalman filter (DKF),
which can be implemented in real time by means of massively
parallelizable, low-memory, localized SD convolution kernels,
or more efficiently via FFTs applied to the high-order WFS
measurements. We have evaluated the performance of this al-
gorithm in end-to-end, high-fidelity, Monte Carlo simulations
of NFIRAOS, the MCAO system under design for TMT, and
have compared it against the previously introduced FDPCG
algorithm, whose cost scales as N log�N�, where N denotes
the dimensionality of the tomography space. If the Kalman
gain multiplication is implemented via FFTs, DKF’s cost also
scales as N log�N� and is reduced compared to the cost of
three FDPCG iterations by a factor ranging from 2.7 (no layers
oversampled) to 3.8 (all layers oversampled), whereas the SD
convolution implementation is significantly more expensive.
Despite its spatial invariance assumption, DKF ranks as a bet-
ter algorithm in terms of turbulence correction, provided the
wind profile is known to better than about 10% wind speed
accuracy and 20 deg wind direction accuracy. Due to its over-
all simplicity, noniterative nature, and massively parallel
implementation requiring minimal interprocessor communi-
cation, DKF appears to be particularly well suited for real-
time implementation on inexpensive off-the-shelf GPUs.

Several approximations enter into the elaboration of DKF.
First, the algorithm does not account for variation of WFS
measurement noise arising from nonuniform spot elongation
in the pupil. This is a limitation of the method that requires
spatially invariant operators. However, the resulting filter is
still capable of outperforming FDPCG provided an accurate
wind profile estimate is available and incorporated in the
algorithm. Second, the infinite pupil hypothesis leads to a
Kalman gain that does not account for edge effects. First
attempts to mitigate this assumption have shown that perfor-
mance could be increased with appropriate modifications of
the filters. How to optimize these modifications while main-
taining closed-loop stability remains an open question that will
be revisited in the future.

In this paper, DKF was implemented with an AR1 turbu-
lence model. This simple-minded model is appropriate in
our context of very large dimensions. It is jointly used with
a first-order LPF on the command vector, which leads to
an implicit second-order turbulence model [28], thereby
improving performance (higher-order models, e.g., AR2, are
known to improve performance [27], suggesting that turbu-
lence is probably closer to an AR2 than an AR1). Regarding
performance, it should be pointed out that the choice of tur-
bulence model and filtering applied to the command vector
determine the ultimate performance level. In this regard,
other combinations than AR1� LPF could be envisioned
for DKF without significant extra computational cost.

Upcoming developments will be targeted toward the analy-
sis of a full FD implementation with reduced cost, wind profil-
ing via slope detection and ranging (SLODAR), a technique
already implemented on the Gemini South LGS MCAO system
[31], and the analysis of alternative turbulence models while
keeping the computational and performance attractiveness of
the algorithm.

Fig. 3. FDPCG and DKF performance estimates (cumulative LGS mode WFE over a 17 arcsec square field of view, capturing all fundamental AO
error budget terms) for zenith observations with TMT and median Mauna Kea seeing. Left is for algorithms without prediction (i.e., a zero wind
speed assumption) and for algorithms with perfect wind profile knowledge (indicated with the letter “P”). Right is for algorithms with 20 or 30 deg
wind direction error, and either 0% or 10% wind speed error on each atmospheric layer, denoted, respectively, as P20P0, P20P10, P30P0, and
P30P10. Note that the y axes in the left and right figures scale differently.
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APPENDIX A: LAPLACIAN MATRIX
SCALING
Each block k of the Laplacian regularization matrix is
written as Lk � ckL̄k, where L̄k as the following normalized
stencil:

stencil�L̄k� �
2
4 0 ω3 0
ω4 ω1 ω2

0 ω5 0

3
5; (A1)

where the central weight is equal to −4, and the surrounding
weights are equal to 1. The stencil width is 2Δk, and the
Cartesian coordinates of the stencil points will be denoted
pk;j . The scaling constant ck is chosen such that hxTk C−1

xk
xki �

c2khxTk L̄2
kxki, where xk denotes the zero-mean turbulence phase

for layer k, Cxk
denotes the spatial covariance matrix of xk,

and h·i denotes ensemble average. Denoting byNk the number
of phase points on layer k, we have

c2k � Nk∕hxTk L̄2
kxki: (A2)

Since turbulence is stationary and isotropic, we have

hxTk L̄2
kxki � Nk

��X5
j�1

ωj �xk�j
�2�

: (A3)

Since the five weights ωj sum to zero, Eq. (A3) can be rewrit-
ten as a function of phase differences, which can then be
expressed in terms of the Kolmogorov phase structure
function [32]:

��X5
j�1

ωj �xk�j
�2�

� −
1
2

X5
j;j0�1

ωjωj0 h��xk�j − �xk�j0 �2i

� 3.44r−5∕30;k βk; (A4)

where

βk � −
X5
j;j0�1

ωjωj0∥pk;j − pk;j0∥
5∕3

� �2 − 2−1∕6 − 2−1∕3�Δ5∕3
k :

(A5)

Combining Eqs. (A2)–(A5) yields

ck � 0.24�r0;k∕Δk�5∕6: (A6)

APPENDIX B: FOURIER REPRESENTATION
OF TOMOGRAPHY MATRIX
The symmetric positive definite approximation A0 of A rests
on the following fundamental approximations:

1. A0 is constructed on oversizedN fft∕αk × N fft∕αk compu-
tational grids extending up to twice the size of the metapupils
at the different atmospheric layers. See Table 6 in Appendix C
for sample values for TMT.

2. A0 approximates spatially varying LGS WFS measure-
ment noise arising from LGS spot elongation as aperture-plane
averaged noise.

3. A0 incorporates an oversized N fft × N fft aperture-plane
grid (N fft ≥ 2D∕Δ0) on which N2

fft × N2
fft gradient matrices

Γ0
x�y� are constructed as follows:

Γ0
x�y� � ΩΓ̄0

x�y�; (B1)

where the diagonal mask matrix Ω is expressed as

Ω � diag�vec�ω��;

�ω�jj0 �
�
m0 � nsa∕�N fft∕2�2 if j; j0 are even; else

0
; (B2)

and the gradient matrices ~Γ0
x�y� have uniform stencils through-

out the grid given by

stencil�Γ̄0
x� �

1
�2Δ0�

2
664
−1∕4 0 1∕4

−1∕2 0 1∕2

−1∕4 0 1∕4

3
775;

stencil�Γ̄0
y� � −stencil�Γ̄0

x�T : (B3)

The vec�·� operation in Eq. (B2) raster scans a 2D array
and stores its entries in a long vector. The role of the mask
matrix Ω is twofold: it takes into account the fact that the
aperture-plane grid is oversampled and therefore only half
of the grid points in each direction are physical measurement
grid points, and it de-weights the physical measurements by
an amount equal to m0 in order to preserve the norm of the
measurement vector for an input TT mode.

We thus have

�A0�kl �
XN lgs

i�1

�G0�Tikσ−2i �G0�ik � δk;lL
2
k; (B4)

where σ−2i denotes the inverse of LGS WFS i aperture-plane
averaged measurement noise variance, and

�G0�ik �
�
Γ0
x

Γ0
y

�
� ~H�ik: (B5)

Periodic boundary conditions and the cone coordinate
system are enforced on all matrices in order to yield shift-
invariant matrices with diagonal FD representations.

The FD representation of Eq. (25) is expressed as
follows:

�Â0�kl � F k�A0�klF−1
l �

XN lgs

i�1

�Ĝ0�⋆T
ik σ−2i �Ĝ0�ik � δk;lL̂

2
k; (B6)

where ⋆ denotes the complex conjugate, and

�Ĝ0�ik �
�
Γ̂0
x

Γ̂0
y

�
� ~̂H �ik; � ~̂H �ik � F 0� ~H �ikF−1

k ;

Γ̂0
x�y� � F 0Γ0

x�y�F
−1
0 ;

(B7)

where F 0 denotes the aperture-plane Fourier matrix.
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1. Fourier Representation of Propagation Matrix
For oversampled layers (αk � 1), the propagation operator is
simply a shift (on account of the cone coordinate and the over-
sampling of the aperture plane), which has diagonal represen-
tation in Fourier space. For nonoversampled layers, the
operator corresponds to a combined shift and upsampling,
and is therefore nondiagonal (four nonzero elements per
column). We thus have

� ~̂H �ik �
�
diag�vec�Λik�� if αk � 1; else
diag�vec�Θ0��T diag�vec�Λik��; (B8)

where the �N fft∕αk� × �N fft∕αk� arrayΛik is given by the follow-
ing expression:

Λik � exp�−īπhk�f k;xθxi � f k;yθ
y

i ��; (B9)

where ī �
������
−1

p
, and f k;x�y� are the spatial frequency arrays for

layer k (columns of f k;x are identical and f k;y � f Tk;x). Matrix
Tdenotes the (0,1) valued N2

fft × N2
fft∕4 periodic extension ma-

trix (four nonzero elements per column), which periodically
extends each quadrant A, B, C, D of the WFS Fourier
plane, i.e.,

2
664
D B D B

C A C A

D B D B

C A C A

3
775 � array�Tv�; v � vec

��
A C

B D

��
;

(B10)

where the array�·� operation performs the inverse of the vec�·�
operation. Finally, the aperture-plane upsampling array Θ0 is
derived from the contributions of coincident, mid x-vertex,
mid y-vertex, and central points of 3 × 3 unit cells, resulting
in the following expression:

Θ0 �
1
2
�1�cos�φ0;x��cos�φ0;y��cos�φ0;x�cos�φ0;y��; (B11)

where φ0;x�y� � 2πΔ0f 0;x�y� and f 0;x�y� are the N fft × N fft

aperture-plane spatial frequency arrays.

2. Fourier Representation of Laplacian Matrix
The Laplacian matrix with periodic boundary conditions has a
block circulant with circulant block structure [33] and is
therefore diagonal in Fourier space:

L̂k � diag�vec�ψ̂k��;
ψ̂k � 4ck�sin2�φk;x∕2� � sin2�φk;y∕2��; (B12)

where φk;x�y� � 2πΔkf k;x�y� and the scaling constant ck is given
in Eq. (A6).

3. Fourier Representation of Aperture-Plane Gradient
Matrix
Since the aperture plane is oversampled, the FD representa-
tion of the gradient matrix is the product of a diagonal matrix
and a sparse convolution matrix:

Γ̂0
x�y� � Ω̂diag�vec�ĝx�y���; (B13)

where Ω̂ � BCCB�ω̂� is a convolution matrix whose N fft ×
N fft generator ω̂ (convolution kernel) is the 2D Fourier trans-
form of the aperture mask array given in Eq. (B2). Such a
kernel consists of four discrete delta functions located at
the vertices of the �-; -� quadrant of the aperture-plane Fourier
plane. These delta functions are positive along the diagonal
and negative along the antidiagonal, and have all the same
magnitude. The FD gradient arrays ĝx�y� are found from
Eq. (24), together with the following property:

ϕjj0 � vec�eī�jφ0;x�j0φ0;y��Tvec�ϕ̂�; (B14)

where ϕ̂ denotes the 2D Fourier transform of array ϕ, and j,
j0 grid point indices, resulting in the following expression:

ĝx � e−ī�φ0;x�φ0;y�

8Δ0
�e2īφ0;y � 2eī�2φ0;y�φ0;x�

� e2ī�φ0;x�φ0;y� − 1 − 2eīφ0;x − e2īφ0;x �;
ĝy � −ĝx→y: (B15)

APPENDIX C: FDPCG AND DKF COMPUTATIONAL BUDGETS

Table 5. Required Atmospheric and Aperture-Plane Grid Sizes for LGS MCAO Observations with TMT at

60 deg Zenith Angle and for a 2 arcmin Diameter Fitting Field of Viewa

37 B C D E

38 1D nb of phase points per layer
at 60 deg zenith angle for 2 arcmin
diameter fitting field (square boxes

enclosing metapupils) FD3 or DKFP FD3o2 FD3o6 or DKFo6P

39 n1 (layer 1) 61 123 123
40 n2 (layer 2) 71 143 143
41 n3 (layer 3) 80 80 161
42 n4 (layer 4) 90 90 179
43 n5 (layer 5) 110 110 221
44 n6 (layer 6) 122 122 245
45 n0 (aperture-plane grid for Γi) 123
46 Mem 1e6 real numbers 3.81 MB � 1e6∕�1024�2

aSuch grid sizes are large enough to accommodate LGSs as low as 80 km in altitude.
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Table 6. Computation Requirements for Three FDPCG Iterations for the Case Nos � 0, 2, Nps, Denoted,

Respectively, as FD3, FD3o2, and FD3o6a

47 FDPCG Computations

48 FD3 FD3o2 FD3o6 FD3o6 Formulas

49 Nlgs 6 Nb. of LGSs
50 Nps 6 Nb. of estimated phase screens
51 Nos 0 2 6 Nb. of layers oversampled
52 Ndm 2 Nb. of DMs
53 Ng/1e6 0.03 Nb. of gradients
54 nnz(W)/Ng 2.00 Noise weighting
55 Cost W mult 0.06 C54 � C53
56 nnz�Ga�∕�Ng � Ndm� 20.18 DM interaction matrix (bicubic IF)
57 Cost Ga mult 1.25 C56 � C53 � C52
58 Mem Ga (Compressed Sparse Row) 9.66 �2 � C57� C53� � C46
59 Niter 3 Nb. of CG iterations
60 N/1e6 0.05 0.08 0.20 �E392 � � � � � E442�∕1e6
61 Nfft 128 mixed 256 1D nb. of phase pts on FFT grids
62 Cost of single Nfft x Nfft FFT 0.23 NA 1.05
63 nnz(Gamma)/Ng 8.07 aperture-plane WFS grad matrix
64 Mem Gamma 0.95 C63 � C53 � C46
65 N0/1e6 0.02 C452∕1e6
66 nnz�Htilde�∕�N0 � Nlgs � Nps� 3.39 3.12 2.93 ray tracing LGS-to-aperture
67 Cost�Gamma � Htilde�mult 2.10 1.95 1.84 C63 � C53� E66 � C65 � C49 � C50
68 Cost open-loop grads [B3] 1.28 C57� C53
69 Cost tip/tilt bias removal [B5] 0.06 2 � C53
70 Cost tomo rhs vec [B6] 2.16 2.01 1.91 E67� C55
71 nnz(L)/N 4.96 4.97 4.97 Laplacian matrix (regularization)
72 Cost L mult 0.25 0.38 0.38 E71 � D60
73 Cost tomo matrix mult/iter [B8] 4.75 4.73 4.52 2 � E67� C55� 2 � E72
74 Cost precond FFTs/iter [B14, B18] 2.75 6.03 12.58 2 � C50 � E62
75 Cost precond MVM/iter [B16] 2.36 9.44 37.75 C612 � 4 � �4 � E51�2∕1e6
76 Cost precond/iter [B13] 5.11 15.47 50.33 E74� E75
77 Cost tomo matrix mult [B8,B21] 19.00 18.92 18.06 �C59� 1� � E73
78 Cost precond [B13,B27] 15.34 46.40 150.99 C59 � E76
79 Mem precond 2.63 9.75 37.50 E75∕4 � C46 � �1� 1∕�4 � E51��
80 Cost dot prods, vec adds

[B8,B22–B24,B26,B28,B29]

0.80 1.23 1.21 E60 � 6 � �C59 − 2�

81 Cost total tomo 38.64 69.91 173.52 C68� C69� E70� E77� E78� E80
82 Nfit 9 Nb. of fiting directions
83 nnz�H�∕�N0 � Nfit � Nps� 3.70 3.49 3.49 ray tracing fitting field-to-aper
84 Cost H mult [B33] 3.02 2.85 2.85 E83 � C65 � C82 � C50
85 Prefitting Cost grand total 41.66 72.76 176.38 E81� E84
86 Quadratic Incr. from FD3o6 (nm) with no wind

profile knowledge (v � 0)
40.00 20.00 0.00

87 Quadratic Incr. WFE from FD3o6 (nm) with perfect
wind profile knowledge

35.00 10.00 −16.00 Negative sign indicates reduced WFE

aThe number of operations is given in units of MMACs per frame, and memory requirements in units of megabytes (MB). The last column contains the formulas
used for FD3o6 (letters refer to columns and numbers to rows).
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Implemented via FFTs for the Case Nos � 0, Nps, Denoted, Respectively, as DKFP and DKFo6Pa

99 DKF Comps with Kalman Gain Mult Implemented via FFTs

100 DKFP DKFo6P DKFo6P Formulas

101 N/1e6 0.05 0.20 E60
102 Nfft 128 256
103 N0/1e6 0.02 C65
104 Cost open-loop grads [B3] 1.28 C68 closed-loop grads� DMgrads
105 Cost tomo grads [B89] 2.10 1.84 E67 Gamma � Htilde � tomo estimate
106 Cost grad est. error [B90] 3.41 3.16 D105� C104� C53
107 Cost tip/tilt bias removal [B91] 0.06 C69
108 Nb. of convolution kernels 72 C50 � C49 � 2
109 Cost of Kalman gain mult FFTs [B94] 4.13 18.87 E62 � �2 � C49� C50� forward� backwardFFTs
110 Cost of Kalman gain mult FD filter mults [B94] 4.72 18.87 C108�D1022 � 4∕1e6 (complex-valued mults)
111 Total Cost Kalman gain mult 8.85 37.75 D110� D109
112 Mem FD Kalman gain 9.00 36.00 2 � D1022 � C108 � C46∕1e6 (complex-valued)
113 Cost phase vector add [B95] 0.10 0.40 2 � D101 tomo estimate
114 Cost shift matrix mult [B96,B97] 0.40 1.62 2 � 4 � D101 predictions
115 Cost total tomo 14.00 43.87 D114� D111� C107� D106� C104
116 Cost H mult [B33] 3.02 2.85 E84
117 Prefitting Cost grand total 17.02 46.72 D115� D116
118 Quadratic Incr. WFE from FD3o6 (nm) with perfect wind

profile knowledge
18.00 −38.00 Negative sign indictated reduced WFE

119 Quadratic Incr. WFE from FD3o6 (nm) with no wind profile
knowledge (v � 0)

60.00 42.00

120 Quadratic Incr. WFE from FD3o6 (nm) with 20 deg wind
direction error and 10% wind speed error

41.00 −9.00

aThe last column contains the formulas used for DKFo6P (letters refer to columns and numbers to rows).
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